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This would not be the first green rooftop on campusThe U of S Law building has an extensive green rooftop. Once established, extensive green roofs are low maintenance. They generally contain native vegetation that is suitable for the climate of the region. 



Stadium Parkade – Pilot Project 2014 
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Last year – Grant Wood and Diane Knight had a green rooftop on the stadium parkade as a pilot project growing tomatoes. In contrast to the law green rooftop, this is an example of an intensive green rooftop that requires regular maintenance, such as watering. Intensive green rooftops can grow a more diverse selection of plants and can also be used for food production. The rooftop we are looking to establish would be an intensive style rooftop Since people will be on these roofs regularly, they are subject to building and zoning codes, proper railing requirements, and they need to be accessible. 
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So why should we bother with rooftop gardens? Land is a limited resource. The global population is rising and millions of people are relocating to cities around the world. Urban centers are expanding both outwards, like Saskatoon, and in some cities they don’t have any more room to go outwards so they are building upwards, such as Hong Kong. Buildings are replacing ground that once contained native vegetation and farmland. We need to start replacing this lost greenspace by utilizing unused space inside cities, such as rooftops. 



 
 

https://www.google.ca/search?q=heat+island+effect 
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An urban area that is hotter than nearby rural areas due to the amount of concrete and asphalt which retain heat by storing short wave radiation. The temperature difference is an average of 1 – 3 degrees warmer than rural areas.Up to 10 degrees difference in the evenings because the concrete and asphalt release the stored heat when the air starts to cool down. Plants transpire – cooling effectEnvironmental protection agency said that green roofs can be 28 degrees cooler than normal roofs



 Rain water capture  
 Less water usage  

 
 Soil medium  

 70% Perlite 30% Compost 
 

 Plants will be grown in: 
 55Gallon barrels 
 5Gallon pails 
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So far we have talked about the WHY we should grow up, I am now going to talk about the HOW. The area we area looking at for this project is a total of 4227square feet; this includes both the south and north sides. To make more efficient use of resources we will be using rain barrels to capture water that will be used to water the vegetables. This will be dependent on the weight barring load of the roof top.Snow melt will not be an issue due to runoff.The vegetables will be grown in the 55Gallon barrels which will be cut in half as demonstrated in this picture. They will be supplied through By-Original here in Saskatoon. These barrels are 5dollars a piece. 5 Gallon pails are also another potential option that could be used. These will be supplied for free by James at Marquis.During winter months these barrels will be emptied and can be potentially stored on the rooftop. They are light weight and durable which makes them a good potting source for on the rooftop.We had talked to Grant Wood about what type of soil medium should be used to grow vegetables. He had suggested a type of soil medium that will consist of 70% perlite and 30% compost. The compost would be given to us for free from Gift who works with facilities maintenance. The grounds department produces top grade compost which will be supplied and added to the soil media. The compost is cost effective and has high levels of nutrients. The compost will be combine with perlite. Perlite is a unique volcanic mineral which expands to about 13 times its original volume. Each particle of perlite is comprised of tiny closed air cells or bubbles. The surface of each particle is covered with tiny cavities which provide an extremely large surface area. These surface cavities trap moisture and make it available to plant roots.
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In this figure, I have circle in red the area we are able to utilize; which includes both the north and south side rooftops. They are in an ideal area with access to both rooftops through doors on either side that lead directly onto each roof.Vegetables that need to receive higher amounts of sunlight will be grown on the south side. Some of the plants that will be grown here include: tomatoes, cucumbers and peppers.The vegetables grown on the  North side will be shade tolerant plants that need more shelter: These will include dark leafy greens and herbs.For upkeep and maintenance we are looking at hiring part time student groups on campus or a part time caretaker. There is also the potential for international students who are here over the summer studying to become involved in the upkeep and care of the rooftop gardens. 
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Inevitably, there are costs associated with the design components that Meagon was just telling you about, but one of the really nice things about this project, is that the items we need are relatively inexpensive!  *Early’s delivers!! Of course this table 
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Raises public awarenessFirst Canadian campus rooftop garden – 2010Funded by internal and external sourcesThe project is currently has a multitude of sponsors including The Food and Water Institute, biotope, Live green Toronto, Urban Harvest Garden Alternatives, U of T Environmental Resource Network, The Home Depot, MBNA, and TD Manulife Financial.Ran by 15 volunteers, 7 staff350 kg of in two years, totalling 3000 dollarsPsychological benefitshas been the only group that has been able to provide a constant supply of fresh produce, because nothing gets stolen from the rooftopTons of people pass through this hallway in a day, great publicity. Aesthetically pleasing.http://www.ohcc-ccso.ca/en/the-sky-garden-rooftop-gardening-at-the-university-of-toronto Trent University



 Engineering  
 Agriculture  
 Business 
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Engineering students can determine weight barring load. Agriculture students – horticulture, Grant’s class. Business students – marketing?Students on where their food comes from. 
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energy efficient – heating and coolingrain water captureBiodiversity – habitatsSpace is becoming limited – why not use roofs for food productionUtilize Space – through this benefits many other areas of our campusReduce food miles Air quality
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People in Saskatoon are rediscovering the benefits of eating local food. There is a fast growing community right here in our backyard that is interested in local food production because of it’s benefits to our economy, our health, and most importantly, our environment. What better way to produce food locally, than to take advantage of the space that is already available to us here in the city?  Or better yet, the space that we have here on campus.
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We have spoken to James McFarland, who is the Assistant Director Executive Chef at Culinary Services about the possibility of marketing the vegetables grown on this rooftop directly to them so that they can be used in the food that is being eaten here on campus. It has been estimated that the average meal in America travels around 1500 Miles to arrive from the farm to our plates. For the food from this rooftop garden to make it over to culinary services, it would need to travel around 500 meters, give or take a couple of steps—which would mean a large reduction in food transportation costs and the resulting environmental footprint. Mr. McFarland is very excited about the possibility of this project, and has agreed to by any and all of the vegetables that are produced on this rooftop.
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Not only would the implementation of this rooftop provide all of the benefits that we have talked about today, it would also be a fantastic stepping stone to encourage more green rooftops around Saskatoon. If you’ve ever glanced out of a window on campus from a couple stories up, you’ll notice that there are A LOT of flat roofs around here, which means that the potential for similar projects on campus is huge. Thank you so much for listening to our presentation today!



   Margret Asmuss - Sustainability Coordinator 
 

 Grant Wood – Professor at the University of Saskatchewan 
 

 Michael Molaro – Living Roof Consultant 
 

 James McFarland – Assistant Director – Executive Chef,  Culinary Services 
 

 Facilities Management Division 
 

 Gift Marufu - Manager – Grounds Operations & Maintenance 
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To wrap up our presentation, there are a few specific individuals we’d like to thank, who each played a crucial role brining this project proposal to life.  First of all, thank you to Margret Asmuss for inviting us to speak at the Symposium today and for providing us with valuable contact information. We would also like to thank Grant Wood, who worked closely with us throughout the term .. And finally, our Professors, Colin and Phil. 
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